We got off to a slow start yesterday with an unexpected injury and the need to replace a broken piece of equipment, but we muddled on and through and over. Today was a lot more productive and the outlines of the Big Picture we managed to lay down yesterday began to be filled in.

What we are looking at is an unimaginably large institutionalized and automated and syndicated Fraud Machine designed to work on multiple levels and accomplish multiple, often interlocking functions: (1) steal the value of assets from governments and people; (2) steal the value of their time and labor from people; (3) do this by means of identity theft and falsification of records; (4) steal tax exemptions owed to people and their private "vessels"; (5) bilk insurance companies and use insurance companies to bilk living people; (6) promote racketeering using paid commercial mercenaries disguised as "government" employees; (7) carry out illicit revenue-producing activities based on merely presumed political and private contractual agreements; (8) automate rule making and generation of warrants by unauthorized parties; (9) fraud and coercion and false claims of authority carried out by members of the Bar Association orchestrating and running this whole machine in behalf of the Principals responsible.

There are many tiers and layers of liability involved in this scenario, affecting every country and everyone living on this planet.

The sheer scale of the fraud is breathtaking, and just as it was accomplished by a multi-tiered, compartmentalized, interlocking management directorate exercising an automated process of unlawful conversion, it can also be upended.

As a thing is bound, so it is unbound.